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A circumstance may be alluded to which seems to be connected with
the rockiness of the Corsican coast. All the megalithic monuments are
situated on the western slope, near the sea. None has been discovered
on the east coast. The dolmens are placed in sight of the sea, and in
regions where granite blocks are strewn about on the ground.

THE NEW ATLAS OF METEOROLOGY.1

EDINBURGH is to be congratulated on being the centre from which is
to emanate that monument of laborious research, The lioyal Physical
Atlas, of which the first instalment, The Atlas of Meteorology, is before
us. Twelve years have now elapsed since the appearance of Dr. Hann's
Atlas der Meteorologie (Berghaus), in which our then existing knowledge
of the subject was graphically shown on twelve plates with nearly sixty
maps. Since the publication of Dr. Hann's Atlas, great progress has
been made, not only in the increase of observing-stations, but in the
number of specialists engaged in working up the accumulated masses of
meteorological statistics. The present volume, accordingly^ takes a much
wider range, containing no less than four hundred charmingly executed
maps, produced on thirty-four plates. The results here exhibited have
been gathered from hundreds of widely scattered sources, besides em-
bodying much of the original work done by Dr. Buchan, who has
throughout given the collaborators the benefit of his counsel and advice.
Prof. Harm and other leading authorities have also lent their aid, and
no effort has been spared to make the Atlas as complete and repre-
sentative as possible. The compilation of the data represented on the
entirely new maps, of which there is a large number, must have involved
an immense amount of labour. Dr. Herbertson, on whom the brunt of
this heavy work has fallen, is in every way to be congratulated on the
efficient manner in which he has handled the vast masses of material
dealt with.

The maps contained in the Atlas have been grouped under two
heads—Climate and Weather. Those dealing with climate give in
graphic form the monthly and annual distribution of the climatic
elements over the globe, thus providing a sufficiently broad and sound
basis for meteorology to work out interesting and useful results. Of
these maps the more important are those dealing with pressure,
temperature, winds, cloud, rainfall, and sunshine. For countries where
the stations are sufficiently numerous, large-scale maps have been
drawn, from which the effect of the various orographical features may
be approximately ascertained. Characteristic weather types are shown
in a series of maps illustrating the meteorological conditions pre-
vailing at given periods over well-defined areas. To exhaustively detail

1 Bartholomew's Physical Atlas. Volume iii. Atlas of Meteorology. Prepared by J. G.
Bartholomew, F.R.S.E. and A. J. Herbertson, Ph.D., and edited by Alex. Buchan,
LL.D., F.R.S.
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every feature of the work before us would far exceed all reasonable
limits, but it will probably afford the best general idea of its scope and
utility if we give a brief summary of a few of the leading features.

In the introduction, which comes from the able pen of Dr. Buchan,
we have presented to us a concise and instructive summary of the gradual
development of meteorology along with a terse exposition of some of its
most recondite principles. The position of meteorology, viewed in con-
nection with the geographical distribution of results, is practically unique
and without a concurrent; for, as pointed out by Dr. Buchan, none of
the other sciences, such as geology or biology, can compete with it in
this respect. This gratifying condition of the science is due in no small
measure to the laborious and self-denying labours of thousands of pains-
taking observers in all parts of the globe. The estimated number of
stations where meteorological observations are made is 31,000. Of these 380
are first-order stations, where hourly observations of the principal climatic
elements are made day and night, either by means of eye observations, as
at the Ben Nevis Observatory, or by photographic and other mechanical
methods, as at Kew and Greenwich. The results from these stations are
all-important in giving data for the calculation of the diurnal range of
barometric pressure, temperature, rainfall, etc., whereby the sequence
of meteorological phenomena attending the daily revolution of the globe
on its axis may be determined. Of the second-order stations there are
2620 ; at these stations observations are taken twice or three times a day,
and the results transmitted weekly or monthly to the various weather
bureaus. At the third-order stations, numbering G600, observations are
taken only once a day, while there are 19,400 rainfall stations where
that element of climate alone is recorded. The distribution of these
stations over the globe is graphically shown in the Frontispiece, and a
glance at it is sufficient to show how extremely inadequate the repre-
sentation is over large areas of the earth's surface. More stations are
urgently required in South America to the south of the Argentine
Republic, the subarctic regions of Canada and Siberia, and large tracts
in South Africa to the north of Cape Colony. The representation is
also far from complete in China, Siam, and south-west Asia and in
Antarctica. On the other hand, there are large numbers of observing-
stations in the British Isles, Denmark, and Saxony, while Mauritius and
Jamaica are well equipped with observers. It is therefore evident that
much yet remains to be done in still further extending the network of
stations over our terrestrial sphere.

The maps showing the distribution of temperature, pressure, and
rainfall are remarkably complete and instructive. The world maps of
annual temperature are based on seventeen million observations, and
those of pressure on at least fourteen million observations, derived from
data recorded for fifteen years at 1539 and 1280 land stations respec-
tively. The isobaric maps exhibit in the clearest manner the way in
which the earth's atmosphere is distributed from month to month over
the globe. Since the geographical distribution of pressure determines
the direction and force of the prevailing winds, the intimate inter-rela-
tions which exist between pressure, temperature, humidity, sunshine,
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and rain can be studied and determined. The maps further show the
influence of the prevailing winds in determining the rainfall of any
particular region, the precipitation being great where large masses of
warm-air are transferred by the prevailing air currents to regions where
lower temperatures prevail, the rainfall being excessive in those districts
where a mountainous ridge intercepts the warm air from oceanic regions,
as in the West Highlands of Scotland, on the west coast of Norway, and
along the eastern side of Asia. On the other hand, small rainfalls are
recorded in those regions where the prevailing winds have not blown over
largo expanses of water, or where they advance into lower latitudes,
thereby becoming arid and desiccating. The other maps dealing with
anomalous and typical weather and storms are particularly interesting.
They show in the clearest manner the all-powerful influence of the dis-
tribution of barometric pressure in determining hot and cold months
and seasons in different regions, as well as the course taken by storms
in various parts of the world. In these maps the fundamental principles
underlying weather-forecasting are further exemplified, and much light
thrown on the apparently capricious course taken by storms from day to
day. The work is provided with a critical bibliography, a glossary of
meteorological terms, comparative tables, and an index. These are but a
few of the details which must make this, the first portion of The Boyal
Physical Atlas, stand out to all future time as one of the most elaborate
and beautiful consummations of nineteenth century cartography.

R. C. M.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ROYAL SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

MEETING OF COUNCIL.

A meeting was held on November 14th, when the following ladies and gentlemen
were elected members of the Society :—

Farquharson, Miss A. | Gunn, Joseph J.
Horsbrugh, Miss J.
MacGeorge, Mrs.
Maclagan, Mrs. Douglas P.
Pellatt, Miss.
Kaimes, Miss E. C.
Keid, Mrs. D.
Sikes, Miss S. K.
Walker, Miss M. E.
Watson, Mrs.
White, Miss A. N.
Cook, G. M.
Dalgleish, Hugh R.
Dobson, W. S.
Gibson, Andrew.

Johnston, Colonel D. A., R.E.
Kemp, John, M.A.
Laird, D. P.
Lander, T. Eaton.
Lennox, Hugh.
M'Vitie, Robert.
Milne, Dr. A. D.
Miller, W. E.
Miller, Dr. W. H.
Morrison, Donald.
Munro, J. Gordon.
Murdoch, W. G. Burn.
Paull, J. G., M.A.
Pillans, W. S.
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